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ONCE HER MAN, ALWAYS HER MAN - “For a quick, but totally satisfying, second-chance-at-love
romance, this is the perfect choice! Sweet, touching and very sexy, this novella is a must read! And as it is
short, it won't take you long to finish—even better for those times when reading a 400 page book is made
almost impossible by our hectic lives! I will definitely be adding Heather Long to my list, and I look forward
to seeing what one of her full-length novels has to offer.
Because when she can make me fall in love with a book in than 40 pages, imagine what she can do in 300!”
~ The Book Queen’s Book Palace HER MARINE - “Lt. Brody Essex is a marine. A man of strength and
honor, and maybe just the man Shannon Fabray needs. Brody wasn't looking for more than a night of passion
and fun when he agreed to go on a date for an out of commission comrade in arms, but Shannon was definitely
not what Brody was expecting. An exceptional woman, with her passion for life and love crushed beneath the
blanket of her guilt and shame, Shannon calls to Brody's protective instincts and he vows to be the marine to
bring her passion back to life, Her Marine... Her Marine really touched me and I will definitely be looking for
the other stories in the Always a Marine series. Heather Long tells a sweet and compelling story in Her Marine
and I really enjoyed her voice.” ~ Sizzling Hot Book Reviews TELL IT TO THE MARINE - “The third
installment of Heather Long’s Always a Marine series follows PFC James Westwood, Marine turned clinical

psychologist so he can help out his fellow Marines acclimate to civilian life.
With his whole unit signing up for the 1Night Stand service and it turning out so well for his fellow Marines,
he has nothing to lose and everything to gain. Movie Star Laura Kincaid is sick of the artificial men she keeps
meeting in Hollywood so she allows her agent to sign her up for 1Night Stand where she is paired up with
James, who just happens to be her biggest fan. Lauren falls in love with the way he cares for his patient and
fellow Marine, and he falls in love with her compassion and ability to empathize with the plight of Marines
struggling to reenter civilian life. The thing I love about the way Ms. Long tackles these novellas is that she
doesn’t just cram in hot mind sex. There is lots of hot steamy sex but she builds the story and lets us fall in
love with the characters in just a short span of time. I feel like that takes a mastery that not a lot of other
authors possess, and is what keeps me coming back to this series. James and Lauren aren’t fully committed
after one night but they are well on their way to a happily ever after, and it’s believable. My biggest complaint
is that story is too short, but that isn’t a bad thing because it’s handled beautifully, I just want more because
I’m greedy and the story is that good.” ~ Harlie’s Book Blog

